We welcome Gwen to the SNCC coaching family for Hope Floats and the Learn to Paddle Program.
How did you get involved with dragon boat?
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I started dragon boating in 2013, shortly after
completing my treatment for breast cancer. A
dear friend joined Knot A Breast in Hamilton,
and although I had limited experience in any
team sport I was game to give it a try. I
remember being in awe of all of these strong, fit
women. It was inspiring and motivating to be in
a boat together, working hard and getting fit at
the same time.
How did you get involved in coaching dragon
boat?
I've been interested in coaching for a long
time, but only just recently took advantage of

Brandon smiles with Gwen on her mission trip to Ensenada,
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our downtime from paddling to take the coaching course. I've been so fortunate to have many great
coaches over the 8 years I have been involved in the sport, and hope to encourage and motivate other
paddlers the way that I have been. I'm excited to work with the other coaches at SNCC and learn from them
while passing on my own experience.
Can you share a memorable paddling experience and what you learned from that experience?
I have been so fortunate to have had the opportunity to paddle at various levels and with different teams.
Meeting teams from other parts of the world and understanding how large and welcoming the dragon boat
community is has been incredible. I think some of my favourite experiences are being in a boat with new
paddlers when they complete their first 2k race. The look on their faces is a combination of pure joy and
exhaustion. My other favourite memory is being a spare in the Hope Floats boat in Stratford in 2019 during

the final race. I could feel the determination of the crew with every stroke, and the joy when we crossed the
finish line ahead of everyone else was palpable!
Can you share a memorable coaching experience and what you learned from that experience?
I'll keep you posted... I'm looking forward to getting back into a boat!
How long have you been with SNCC?
I joined SNCC in 2016 when I started paddling with the Welland Warlocks. Even though it's a fair drive to get
to the club, it's worth it to paddle on the Canal.
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What is it like being with SNCC?
There's something special about this club. From the beauty of our surroundings on the water to the
opportunity to do winter training at a world class facility, it has a different feel to many places I have paddled.
I have felt so welcome by the paddlers, and definitely get a sense of community within the club.
What do you hope to accomplish as a dragon boat coach at SNCC?
I hope to encourage the crew to be the best possible version of themselves. That may look different for
everyone, but there is a special magic that happens when you put 22 people in a boat all working
their hardest for the same goal. I want to continue to foster the sense of community that already exists
within the crew. I hope I can inspire others, as so many paddlers and coaches have inspired me.
What else should the SNCC membership know about you?
I live in Dundas with my sweetheart and three cats. Between us, we have four children ranging from 18-29. In
my real job, I am a portrait photographer and have converted our basement to a photo studio, as we
continue to take over rooms in the house as kids move out... We love to travel, and have been blessed to
serve on mission trips in Africa as well as lead teams to Northern Mexico on house and community building
projects. I am looking forward to the day we can be back on the water, safely. Paddles Up!
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